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Representative in Congress, District 1
Doug LaMalfa
Occupation: Farmer/Member, United States House of Representatives

Age: 59

Northern California has shown its strength through major disasters and near misses. Decades of
poor forest management, plus misguided federal and state policies have hurt us and our electricity
grid. But, in these tough times our citizens came together to support each other in crisis and
recovery.
I’ve worked across party lines to ensure the full support of the federal government to support postCamp and Carr fires, with nearly $3 billion in recovery efforts for firefighting, infrastructure
restoration, home site cleaning, and census restructuring that brought additional aid. With all of the
divisions in Washington, I’ve kept the focus on our recovery and working to prevent future
catastrophic wildfires.
I passed a law to speed up the bureaucratic delays to clear near power lines. It’s ridiculous that our
power is cut when the wind blows because utilities have neglected, or been delayed, from working
to harden the grid. This work must be expedited so Northern California can be fire-safe, thereby
making insurance available and affordable again. We must stop the hardships of power outages.
California should be leading, not acting like a third world country.
I will continue to bring common sense to government including reducing out of control regulations
that stifle our way of life. We must bring jobs and opportunities home, thin our overgrown forests to
improve the economy, the environment and prevent wildfire, while delivering on the promise of
more Northern California water. I'd be honored to receive your vote.
Thank you. www.DougLaMalfa.com or call 530-712-3675.
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Representative in Congress, District 1
Audrey Denney
Occupation: Agricultural Educator
I am running for Congress with a single vision in mind: to make our government work more
effectively to improve the lives of the residents of California’s 1st District. The issues that concern
you—that affect your day-to-day well-being—are the foundation of my campaign.
When you send me to Washington, DC, every decision I make will be focused on the people who call
this region home. I will not be controlled by special-interest groups or political machines. I will not
accept corporate PAC money. I will carry with me and embrace our shared North State values and
vision, and I will act with integrity in service to our communities. I will fight to make sure that the
needs of all are met, because you deserve a leader who truly represents you.
My priorities include building a strong rural healthcare system. Ensuring opportunities in career and
technical education. Protecting benefits for seniors and veterans. And doing everything humanly
possible to safeguard our communities against wildfires.
I believe in a country where we are not defined as Republicans or Democrats, but as Americans.
Where people are more important than politics. Where everyone—regardless of skin color, wealth,
or beliefs—is respected as inherently equal.
This is our country. This is our district. And our voices are as important as any in the nation. As your
representative, I will do everything in my power to ensure that they are heard.
For more: www.audreyforcongress.com

